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ABSTRACT
This proposal discusses about the automotive heat engine management system
project including the theory, concept and related information to be performed during the
preparation, fabrication and experiment. The objective of this project is to create
systems that able to monitor the engine temperature and prevent the engine from
overheat besides helping the user to get an extra time and traveling distance to search
for safe place to stop their vehicle or nearby workshop. This system will also equipped
with feature that will inform the user when their vehicle's engine turn into danger state
and will also automatically start the emergency indicator. The engine will be force to
turn off when the counter reach zero. This feature will help to stop the engine before
facing an overheat problem.
This system will be designed to be PnP "plug and play" system so it would not
be a trouble for any kind of vehicles to install this system as an extra safety features for
the engine. The system must pass the entire test that will cover all the possible causes
that may lead into an overheat problem. During the experiment, the system will be
tested for the reliability and estimation of the life- span to makes it worth of investrnent.
Referring to the theory study, this system will definitely worth of investment because
the overheat problem may cause permanent damage to the engine and the repairing cost
are always expensive for severe damage that caused.
The complete assembly of the system will be further tested to test the
performance and the reliability. The system will always be analyzed for possibility to
cut the cost without compromising the system performance.
The methodology involves in the experiment are device preparation, conduct
experiment, data collection, analyze data from experimen! model development, model
experiment for system performance, comparison of result, discussion and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
First chapter of this proposal will discuss about the introduction to this project,
covered with background of study, problem statement, objective, scope of study and the
reasons that lead to the implementation of this evaluation project.
l.l Background of study.
This study is focusing on an automotive engine heat management system. The
current automotive engine heat management is only working on controlling the engine
temperature for initial startup and maintaining the temperature of its ideal running
temperature that is handled by thermostat.
A typical automotive engine operates by burning fuel in the combustion chamber
to move the piston cylinders. This cycle producing waste heat that must be absorbed by
automotive cooling system. The basic components of cooling system are radiator,
coolant which are usually combination of water, coolant (to improve heat absorption
efficiency) , ethylene glycol (antifreeze), pressune cap, reserve tanlq water pump and
thermostat. The mixed liquid coolant is sent through passages in the engine block and
head. As its circulating through the passages, it absorbs the heat from the engine. The
heated liquid then flows to the radiator that is normally placed in front of engine
compartment through rubber hose on the top of radiator. Inside the radiator the heated
coolant will flow through several tubes. These tubes were arranged alternating with the
cooling fins that are combination of zigzagged and flattened aluminum ships. The heat
will then be transfer to the fins and will be cooled down as stream of air flow through
the fin. The cooled liquid is then returned into the engine block through the rubber hose
at the bottom of the radiator to continue the cycle of absorbing heat to cool down the
engine. A typical radiator will be connected to a reserve water tank with a small rubber
hose. This tank was placed either side in the engine compartment. This reserve tank will
be used to store the released coolant fluid from the radiator and this fluid would then
return to the cooling system after the engine cooled down. This cooling system was used
to prevent the engine from overheating. Once the engine overheats, the consequences are
the piston scuffing, rapid expansion of aluminum head, the crushing head gasket which
leads to gasket failure and leaking of coolant or combustion gas into the combustion
chamber or the coolant passage, cam scuffing, seizure, breakage and finally the
permanent damage to the engine. Due to severe damage caused by overheating problem,
the total repairing cost would be expensive.
Hence this project is actually aiming for a system that will provide
some time for consumers to seek help and stop the vehicle in a safe place by delaying
engine overheat other than to save the engine from suffering overheat. This system is
also aided by the visual panel to signal to consumers as well as guidance on the
engine situation. This system is basically working on the concept of evaporative cooler.
Use of this concept with the help of some tools taking into account economic factors can
produce high beneficial effects compared with the investment made especially in
emergency situation when the car engine temperature rise rapidly and overheat. This




Cooling system is one of the most important systems for each vehicle engine.
However, this cooling system is often associated with many problems that result brings a
great harm that is over heat. This problem will have a big impacl such as permanent
damage to the engine and expensive to repair. So this project should solve these three
problems.
Help to maintain the engine temperature at safe range running temperature.
Give a warning and notiff the user about the current condition of their engine's
temperature.
Shutdown the engine if the temperature keeps increasing towards overheats.
1.2.2 Significant of the proiect
By using this system is assisted by a visual guidance system to provide early
waming to consumers about the state of their vehicle engine if it is in dangerous
situation. This warning system will give consumers the opportunity to act whether to
stop the vehicle in a safe place or to find workshops nearby. In the meantime the SHMS
itself will take a precaution steps to avoid the engine from overheat through series of
action. This project will also give an improvement in automotive industry in providing
more reliable vehicle in future.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objective
The main objective of this projed is to develop Smart Heat Management System
(SHMS) that is PnP (plug and play) basis to prevent the engine from overheat by solving
the associated problem that may lead to overheat.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
This project will create a system to monitor continuously the temperaore of the
vehicle engine and will display the current engine condition. The system will warn the
users if their vehicles engine in danger and leading to overheat problem. If the engine
leading to overheat, the system will warn the user and in the meantime tying to delay
the engine from overheat by communicating with mist spray to spray a thin layer of




evaporated as air flow through. This evaporation cooler is almost similar on how sweat
cooling and maintaining our body temperature. The concept will be use to cool down the
engine temperature at greater scale to prevent the temperature from keep increasing
while giving the user and extra time to pull over their vehicle in safer place or nearby
workshop
1.4 Relevancy of the project
All of the vehicles with engine will require the cooling system to continue
working. The engine is much dependent on the cooling system and it will be worse if
this cooling system fail. The failures of cooling system will also damaging the engine
component and will cause a permanent damage to the engine besides could endanger the
user if this situation happen. This system will help to delay the engine temperature from
keep increasing before having an overheat problem by cooling down the radiator using
the evaporation cooling concept which helped by a pump that will pump the water
through mist sprinkler and will spread a thin layer of water particle onto the radiator.
The air stream passed through the radiator will evaporate the thin layer of water as well
as cooling down the radiator and the coolant fluid. This concept is similar to how
sweating process cooling down and maintaining our body temperature. The project are
about to optimize the system to fit the application while doing some relation and
calculation to relate the entire variable into an equation.
1.5 Feasibility of the project
Two semesters is the time given to complete this project. This includes research,
development, improvement and discussion. There will be several tests to record the
effrciency data of the system and also to optimize the system to its best possibilities. The
availability of hardware such as pump, sprinkler, thermostat switch and all related
material make this project can be done without any delayed. Based on the availability of
hardware, with tight schedule it is very clear that this project is feasible to be completed




This chapter discusses about the theories and paperwork reviews related to this project
The first step of this project was to gattrer information on existing radiator designs and
general heat exchangers. After gathering information, we gained a thorough
understanding of how a radiator works, the current radiator designs and all the
possibilities that may lead into overheat.
2.l Theory
2.1.1 Heat Exchangers
A steady-state heat exchanger consists of a fluid flowing thtough a pipe or
system of pipes, where heat is transferred from one fluid to another. Heat exchangen are
very common in everyday life and can be found almost anyvherc (Sonntag, et al.
2003).Some common examples of heat exchangers are air conditioners, automobile
radiators, and a hot water heater. A schematic of a simple heat exchanger is shorm in
Figure below.
Trtufb
Figure 2.1 : Cross Flow Heat Exchanger ( Yunus A Cengel, 2006 )
2.1.2 Automobile Radiators
Almost all automobiles in the market today have a type of heat exchanger called
a radiator. The radiator is part of the cooling system of the engine as shown in igure
below. As you can see in the figure, the radiator is just one of the many components of
the complex cooling system.
Figure 2.2 Automotive Cooling System (Ray T.Bohacz, 2007).
Most commonly made out of aluminum, automobile radiators utilize a cross-flow
heat exchanger design. The two working fluids are generally air and coolant (50-50 mix
of water and ethylene glycol). As the air flows through the radiator, the heat is
transferred from the coolant to the air. The purpose of the air is to remove heat from the
coolant, which causes the coolant to exit the radiator at a lower temperature than it
entered at. The benchmark for heat transfer of current radiators is 140 kW of heat at an
inlet temperature of 95 oC. The basic radiator has a width of 0.5-0.6 m (2G23"), a height
of 0.4-0.7 m (16-27"), and a depth of 0.025-0.038 m (l-1.5"). These dimensions vary
depending on the make and model of the automobile.
2.2 Analogr Of Heat Trensfer In Rediator
Below is the simplified diagram to explain on how the heat transfer occurs in the












"orou"r,onI c - convcctton
Figure 2.3:Heat Transfer Analogy ( Yunus A Cengel,2006 )
Here, \, r i ,, ',, \ represent the heat is transfened by convection from the radiator
fin to the air stream. Arrow B represent the heat is transferred by conduction from the
tube to the fin while Arruxr, C represent the heat is transferred by convection from the
hot water flow to the tube surface.
23 Mechanism of Natural Convection
We know that a hot boiled egg on a plate eventually cools to the sunounding air
temperature. The egg is cooled by transferring heat by convection to the air and by
radiation to the surrounding surfaces.
As soon as the hot egg is exposed to cooler air the temperature of the outer
surface of the egg shell drops somewhat and the temperaturc of the air adjacent to the
shell rises as the result of the heat conduction from the shell to the air. Consequently, the
egg is surrounded by a thin layer of warrner air, and heat is then transferred from this
warrner layer to the outer layer of air. The cooling process in this case is rather slow
since the egg would always be blanketed by warm air, and it has no direct contact with
the cooler air farther away. We may not notice any air motion in the vicinity of the egg,
but careful measurements would indicate otherwise.
The temperature of the air adjacent to the egg is higher and thus its density is
lower, since at the constant pressure the density of egg is inversely proportional to its
temperature. Thus we have situation in which some low density or "light" gas is
surrounded by a high density or "heavy" gas, and the natural gas dictates that the light
gas rise. This phenomenon is characterized incorrectly by the phrase "heat rise" which is
understood to mean "heated air rise". The space vacated by the warner air in the vicinity
of the egg is replaced by the cooler air nearby, and the presence of cooler air in the
vicinity of the egg speeds up the cooling process. The rise of warmer air and the flow of
cooler air into its place continue until the egg is cooled to the temperature of the
surrounding air. The motion that results from continual replacement of the heated air in
the vicinity of the egg by the cooler air nearby is called a natural convection current, and
the heat transfer that is enhanced as a result ofthis natural convection current is called
natural convection heat transfer. ( Yunus A Cengel, 2006 )
2.4 Convection on Radiator Surface
The similar concept applied to the radiator and instead of the egg that was used
as an example above it is replaced by radiator fin that was made to increase the surface
for better heat transfer and was proved by this simple equation (Q: MAT). Arca of the
surface that is exposed to heat transfer is indicating as "A" and proportional to the heat
transfer rate, Q. The convection process happened to the egg are the same happened to
the radiator fins if the car is not moving and the fan is not rotates. If the car is on moving
or the radiator fan is rotates, the air stream is forced to flow through the radiator fins and
carry the heat away. This is called forced convection. The heated air is replaced by
cooler air with faster rate in forced convection rather than natural convection.
( S. Mostafa Ghiaasiaan, 201l)
2.5 Evaporative Heat Transfer
Moisture content also affects the effective conductivity of porous mediums such
as soils, building materials and insulations, and thus heat transfer through them. Several
studies have indicated that heat transfer increases almost linearly with moisturc content,
at a rate of 3 to 5 percent for each percent increase in moisture content by volume.
Insulation with 5 percent moisture content by volume, for example, increases heat
transfer by 15 to 25 percent relative to dry insulation. (ASHRAE Handbook of
Fundamentals, 1993)
Atmospheric air can be viewed as a mixture of dry air and water vapor, and the
atmospheric pressure is the sum of the pressure of dry air and the pressure of water
vapor, which is called the vapor pressure Pr. Air can hold a certain amount of moisture
only and the ratio of the actual amount of moisture in the air at a given temperature to
the maximum amount air can hold at that temperature is called the relative humidity g.
The relative humidity ranges from 0 for dry air to 100 percent for saturated vapor in
saturated air (air that cannot hold any more moisture). The partial pressure of water
vapor in saturated air is called saturation pressure Po1.
The amount of moisture in the air is completely specified by the temperature and




This chapter discusses about how the project would be carried out. It includes the
method of research, tools, components, and software involved.
First of all, the project start with gathering all of the information about
automotive cooling system, the problem associated with cooling system, all the causes
and sign that will lead to overheat problem, study in details of each equipment
associated with cooling system including the equipments specification and all the
cooling system design available in automotive industry. All of this information will be
useful to comply with project objective.
The next initial step is to recover all the related equation that may involve in the
designing stage especially on heat transfer equation. All the theory will be kept for
further reference and for modification to suit the new design. Then next is creating and
drafting all the conceptual design to meet the objective to prevent the engine overheat
problem. The drafts are including the action system, controlling system and display
system. All the conceptual design will be then tested to eliminate all the possible causes
that may lead to overheat problem. All the passed conceptual design will be brought to
next stage where all the related component for each conceptual design will be analyzed
theoretically for effectiveness and economic factor.
The best conceptual design will move to fabrication process. After the
completion of fabrication, the system will be tested for several times to collect all the
related data and variables to be analyzed for system optimization. The optimizations are
including the material and easiness of fabrication, the cost reduction and also efficiency
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improvement. The system will also be tested under several conditions to test the system
durability, estimation for life span and suitability for all engines available on the market.
3.1 Project Activity
Experiment and data collection
The system will be go into series of experiment under several condition to collect
the related data and variables for system optimization.
Literature review and information gathering
All information involved being collected, obtained through article, book, journal
DaDer and World Wide Web.
Drafting of conceptual design
After understanding the main operation of current cooling system and problem
associated, the system will be draft to meet the main objective.
Analyze the conceptual design
Using all the drafted conceptual design, each of the design will be analyzed
theoretically according to the equation and calculation.
Selection of the best conceptual design
The best conceptual design will be judge according to several criteria including
the effrciencv economic factor.
Fabrication of conceptual design
The preparation for fabrication including raw material and process procedures will
be made. Each equipment will be assembly to build a complete system
System optimization
The system will be optimize for several criteria such as efliciency, economic
factor and suitability for the all engine available on the market.
Discussion and Conclusion
3.2 Mathematical Model
This mathematical model is to relate the theoretical assumption to the equation
related for clearer understanding. This mathematical model is the manipulation of the
existed heat transfer equation and analogy to be fitted into this project condition and
requirements according to the known variables.
3.2.1 Case Study I
During a hot sunny day, a car was driven at speed of 80km/tr and expected to
have a problem with the engine cooling system. The car was equipped with SHMS and
after reaching 1050C that is preset temperature in SHMS, the system is activated and
forcing the engine to cool down as fast as possible to avoid further temperature
increment that will cause the engine over heat. The environment conditions are I atm,
35oC and 40 percent relative humidity. Justiff with calculation whether the SHMS will
success or fail to avoid the engine from overheat.
Solution
The SHMS will spray a layer of water film onto the hot radiator to cool down the
radiator and then the pump will circulate the cooled cooling fluid through the engine to
reduce the engine temperature.
Assumptions
l. The low mass flux conditions exist so that the Chilton-Colbum analogy between
heat and mass transfer is applicable since the mass fraction of vapor in air is low.
2. Both air and water vapor at specified conditions are ideal gases.
3. Radiation effects are negligible.
4. 80km/h to m/s = 23mls
Properties
Because of low mass flux conditions, we can use dry air properties for the mixture at the
average temperature of (T- + T")12 which cannot be determined at this point because of
the unknown surface temperature Tr. We know that T, > T- and, for the purpose of
L2
property evaluation, we take T, to be 45 oC and the properties of dry air at the average
temperature of 40"C and latm are (Table A-9 and A-15, attached at last section)
Water: h,o:2407k1/kg, P, : 7.38 kPa ; also P" = 5.63 kPa at 35 oC
Dry air: cp: 1.007 kJ/kg oC, s : 2-346 x l0-s m2ls
The molar masses of water and air are l8 and 29 kg/kmol, respectively (Table A-l).Also
the mass diffrrsivity of water vapor in the air at 40t is Ds266= 2.77 x lO5m2/s (Table
below)
Analysis
Utilizing the Chilton-Colburn analogy, the surface temperature of the radiator can be
determined
T.: T= - hlg Mc Pos-Po'@
c,Lezl? M P
T. = Surounding temperatur€ eC)
T, = Surface Temperature (0C)
Where the Lewis number is
a 2.3+6x 10-sm2/s
Le = o-u= ZmT6qII;'= 0.847
Des = Duzo-"I, = The diftrssion coefficeient of A in B,
m2(;l)
a : Thermal diffi,rsMty, (9
Note that we can take the Lewis number to be I for simplicity,,but we chose to
incorporate it for better accuracy.
13
The air at the surface is saturated, and thus the vapor pressure at the surface is simply the
saturation pressure of water at the surf,ace temperature (7.3S kPa). The vapor pressure of
the air away from the surface is
P,,- = gPsat @ r- : (0.40) Pot @ rsoc :(0.40)( 5 -63 kPa) : 2.252 kJa
Po1: Saturation Pressure, kPa
Noting that the atmospheric pressure is I atm : 101.3 kPq substituting gives





T.: Surface Temperature, eC)
Discussion
Therefore, the temperature of the radiator surface can be lowered up to 2l.t 0C by ttris
process. Even though, the temperatur€ will not reach to that temperature in r€al
application and also will not remain constant since there are always heat builds up when
the engine is running. This mathematical model showing that the radiator and engine are
possible to be cooled down using this process and the huge ternperature difference will
make the engine is able to run at safe temperature. So, the SHMS is basically




3.2.2 Case Study 2
During a hot sunny day, a car was driven at speed of 80km/h and expected to
have a problem with the engine cooling system. The car was equipped with SHMS and
after reaching 1050C that is preset temperature in SHMS, the system is activated and
forcing the engine to cool down as fast as possible to avoid further temperature
increment that will cause the engine over heat. The environment conditions are I atm,
35oC and 40 percent relative humidity. The SHMS are operating for l0 minutes to cool
down the engine. The radiator dimensions are 0.6m height and 0.7m width. The rate of
diffusivity water into air at 35 oC is
2.68 x L}-smznuH2o-air 
-
Determine the heat transfer coefficient under same flow conditions.
Solutions
Air blown over a body covered with a layer of water, and the rate of heat transfer
coefficient under same flow conditions over same geometry conditions is to be
determined. The surface area of the radiator A.: 0.42 m2.
Assumptions
l. The low mass flux conditions exist conditions exist so the Chilton-Colburn
analogy between heat and mass transfer is applicable (will be verified).
2. 80km/h to m/s :Z3rnls
3. The
Properties
The molar masses of water and air are 18 and 29 kg/kmol, respectively (Table A-
l).Because of low mass flux conditions, we can use dry air properties for the mixture at
the 35 oC and I atm. The properties of dry air at the temperatue of 35oC and latm are
(Table A-15, attached at last section)
15
Dry air @ 35oC:p"r = 1.145 kg/.'' c? : 1.007 kJ/kg oC, a = 2.277 x l0-s m2ls
Analysis
The incoming surface temperature at the hot radiator is higher than the temperature at
free stream air temperature. So we:lssume the surface temperature at 40oC and the vapor
pressure of water at this temp€rature is 7.384 kPq its mass fi:action at the surface is
determined to be
WA,. : Mass fraction of the water at the surface
This confirms that the low mass flux approximation is valid. The mass fraction of water
in free stream air that is at 35oC is daermined to be
wAs: + (W) = m(#) = 4's x Lo-2
w&-= "#(w.)= m(#)=3.4 x*o-2
'Wa,-: Mass fraction of the water at the surface
The rate of evaporation of water in this case is
. 
m 0.100kgh*op = ft = ffi = 1.67 x lo-akg/s
rheoap = Evaporation rate,lg/s
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Figure 3.1: Thermostat switches
A thermostat is the component of a control system which regulates the
temperature of a system so that the system's temperature is maintained near a desired set
point temperature. The name is derived from the Greek words thermos "hot" and statos
"a standing". The thermostat does this by switching heating or cooling devices on or off,
or regulating the flow of a heat transfer fluid as needed, to maintain the correct
temperature.
In this project two thermostat switches will act as on or off devices that will be
responsible to measure the temperature of cylinder head temperature and sending the
signal to the controller circuit board to be analyzed for the further nesponse. Thermostat
switch I was set at 95oC and l00oc for thermostat switch 2. These two thermostat
switches were norrnally closed and will be open at the determined temperature.
When the cylinder head temperature reached 95oC, which mean the engine is
having problem with the cooling system. The temperature switch I will be activated and
sending the signal to the controller circuit board. The circuit board will display the
warning on the display panel and in the meantime triggering the pump to pump the water
through the sprinkler to spray a water mist to create a thin layer of water onto radiator
surface. As the air stream flow through the radiator, the evaporation cooling concept will
take place to help the radiator cooling faster at greater rate of heat transfer to reduce the
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engine temperature. In the meantime, the driver will be given an exffi time to pull over
the car at the safer place or nearby workshop.
If the temperature still rising until reached 100oC, the thermostat switch 2 will
activated and sending the signal to the controller circuit board. The circuit board will
then sending the signal to the display panel informing the driver the engine will be force
to turn off in several minutes. Then the counter will start to count to zero and engine will
be turned off.
3.3.2 Mist Spray System
Figure 3.2: Spray Nozzles Arrangement.
The mist spray system contains several parts that are spray 11szzlg, aluminum
tubing, water pump, water reseruoir and rubber hose. All of these parts were attached to
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pressure pump and a spray nozzle designed to produce tiny water droplets that will spray
onto the radiator to help cooling down the radiator and coolant liquid as they flash
evaporate. Performance is enhanced by increasing the number of nozzles used and
adjusting the water pressure.
When the pump was triggered by the controller circuit board, the pump will start
pumping the water from the water reservoir tank. The water will flow into the hose and
distributed in each aluminum tube in front of the radiator. The water will be forced to go
out through each tiny hole of spray nozzles around 5 to l0 microns. These tiny holes will
force the water to flow out as a tiny droplet and will be blow by the air to become mist.
These mist will be distributed all over the radiator surface and will be evaporate when
the air pass through.






Figure 3.3: Display panel information.
The display panel will be design in small and neat to be easily placed on the
dashboard or the visible place for the driver. The main function of the panel is to display
the warning to the driver about the engine's heat condition and the curent preventive
action taken by smart heat management system (SHMS).
When thermostat switch I activated, the controller circuit board will sending the
signal to the display panel for informing the driver about the engine temperature is
above normal and the Mist Spray System (MSS) was activated. The driver should
understand this signal and begin to take action by pull over the car in safe place or
nearby workshop to check on their vehicle cooling system condition. The MSS will cool
down the engine temperature and giving the user several kilometers morc to drive to the
target location.
If the temperature still rising and the thermostat switch 2 will be activated, the
controller circuit board will sending the signal to the display panel informing the driver
that the vehicle's engine must be turn offto avoid from overheat. The timer will also be
activated to provide an emergency time for the user to determining the safe zone to make
an emergency parking. When the counter reaches zero the engine will be forced to turn
off
2t
3.3.4 Complete Unit Of SHMS Unit Drawing
Tenpertn
SerEfi
Figure 3.4: Drawing of Planned SHMS
TABLE 3.1 : Bill Of Material Forplanned SHMS
Bil Of Material For Planned SHMS Unit
Bil Item
SHMS control unit
I Storage tank with water pump
I Display panel
2 Connection cable
Temperature sensor with connection cable
Water Hose
I Water Spray Nozzle
A drawing for the complete unit will act as a guide for each component
completion. The system has been checked to satisft the entire objective. The next stage
work is to identiff the exact component to be used for the housing and the internal
component including the connection of all the parts.
lhrSr.ge
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3.5.1 SHMS Control Unit Fabrication
Figure 3.5 : The Control Unit
Before the fabrication process begins, some additional research has been done to
act as guidance for similar circuit diagram. The similar circuit diagram then studied for
each component responsibilities and working principal. The analysis and
experimentation for each component have been done as well to reconfirm the function of
each equipment. The main objective of the control unit then has been draft to identiff
the objective of the control unit and to specifu the each work that will be control by the
control unit. After all the responsibilities of the control unit have been listed out then the
circuit diagram now goes to sketching stage. The sketched circuit diagram then again
compared to the all control unit responsibilities to match all the desired function. After
final confirmation of the diagram and job function of the circuit board, then the
electronic component will be assemble into one complete circuit board. The circuit
board then powered to be tested all the function. The error and not functioning segment
will be revised for the alternative circuit diagram. After the circuit board satisfied and
capable of doing all the job, the circuit board again will be checked to minimize the
space of the main board used.
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3.5.2 Water Spray Fabrication
Figure 3.6 : The water Sprinkler
The water spray tubing firstly fabricated as tubing with a row of small holes and
tested for the pressure and the coverage area on the top of the radiator surface. The
process of fabrication included the cutting and drilling of the tubing before assembled
with the rubber hose as the connection for the tubing from the water pump. The next
fabrication involved the usage of an adjustable water spmy, the fabrication moved into
next stage difficulties of fabrication. The objective is to connect the three water spray
with aluminum tubing without any leakage with capabilities to handle high pressure
water. The decision made to connect the entire three spray nozzle with rubber hose that
is hiding inside the aluminum tubing. This method used to satisS the objective to avoid
leakage of the connection. The tubing will give the support to the rubber hose to give a
rigid structure for easiness in installation process.
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3.5.3 Water Storage and Pump Assembly
Figure 3.7 : Water Storage Tank and Pump
The component for the water storage tank is available in the market and the
process needed is to assembly the water storage tank with the pump and to connect the
pump with wire for power supply. The connection for the wire used 2 pin female and
male connections for both end. The clip is make sure to be in a tight connection to avoid
the wire from accidentally disconnect that may cause a harm.
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3.5.4 Display Panel Fabrication
Figure 3.8 : The Display Panel
The display panel was fabricated using the phone splitter as the base with
internal modification to suit the purpose as the display panel. The smoked plastic then
used to give distinguish the on and offof the display panel. A hole drilled to be installed
with a green LED for power indicator. Then two of the connection socket in the splitter
been modified for installation a LED inside the compartment and finally covered with
smoked plastic cover. The buzzer that is initially require a big space to install, then
trimmed to suit the spaced inside the splitter. The entire component installed inside the
display panel are 3 LED with one buzzer. For the connection, the single core wire has
been used and finally connected to the 8 pin small connector. The connection of the wire
and the connector will require soldering job.
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3.5.5 The Sensor Connection
Figure 3.9 : The NTC Temperature Sensor
The sensor function is to sense the temperature difference and the component
used is the NTC (negative temperature coefficient) with the connection to an eyelet for
easiness during installation process. Two NTC used to sense the temperatur€ difference
has been insert into the eyelet connection socket. For a better heat transfer the gap inside
the connection socket has been filled with heat sink compound. Finally the connection
has been wrapped with heat shrink for a clean finishing with tight connection. Another
end of the sensor cable has been installed with 4 pin connector male and female socket.
This connection is to connect the cable with the control unit/
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3.6 Model Development
3.6.1 Water Spray Unit Development
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Figure 3.10 : Water Spray Trial I
Trial l
The water passage was previously tested for the optimum flow rate of water and
optimum coverage over the radiator. The lesser holes over the tubing resulting higher
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Figure 3.1I : Water Spray Trial2
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Trial2
The water outlet have been tested using the nozzle and resulting a better
coverage area and smaller water droplet size and simultaneously will elongate water
discharge time.3 nozzle option have a better coverage area over the radiator surface.
3.6.2 The Control Unit Development
Figure 3.12 : Control Unit Trial I
Trial I
The initial power source of the circuit board is 9v DC that is more complicated to
be installed on the car which is run on l2v DC.
Trial2
The improvement have been made to have the control unit to handle a lZv
supply by exchange the relay to avoid the relay from burned due to over voltage.
Trial3
The final improvement made on the power supply to have it running on the
vehicle power source which is l2v DC. The circuit been added few additional electronic
component to avoid from damaging the circuit
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3.6.3 The Display Panel Development
Figure 3.13 : Display Panel trial I
Trial I
The initial display panel was too simple and wasn't delivering the message to the
user. The display also missed a power signal to indicate the system is running.
&@r
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Figure 3.14 : Display Panel trial2
Trial2
The display panel was improved by additional buzzer to alert the user and a





Figure 3.15 : Display Panel trial 3
Trial3
The previous display font is unreadable due to small font and the significant
symbol has been used instead. The symbol can be explained further in user guide book.
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3.7 Experiment and Test Run
3.7.1 Introduction
This experiment is carried out to study the effect of evaporative cooling effect
over the engine cooling system. The experiment was using a Mitsubishi MMC engine
in block 15 as the subject. The first experiment was done by measuring the increment
temperature during the engine warn up. The engine is located in a closed lab mounted at
steel base support. The engine temperature is measured at the cylinder head of the
engine using multi meter. The running temperature of the engine is around 7l-75 "C.
3.7.2 Objective
The objectives of this experiment are
To investigate the effectiveness of evaporative cooling to cool down the engine
To investigate the engine temperature curve when applied with SHMS mist spray
system at different stage of engine temperature.
3.7.3 Theory
The Principle Of Evaporative Cooling System
As water is evaporated, energy is lost from the air, rcducing the temperaturc.
Two temperatures are important in the scope of evaporative cooling systems.
Drv Bulb Temoerature
. The dry-bulb temperature is the temperature of air measured by a thermometer
freely exposed to the air but shielded from radiation and moishre. Dry bulb
temperature is the temperature that is usually thought of as air temperature, and it
is the true thermodynamic temperature. It is the temperature measured by a
regular thermometer exposed to the airstream. Unlike wet bulb temperature, dry





. The wet-bulb temperature is a type of temperature measurement that reflects the
physical properties of a system with a mixture of a gas and a vapor, usually air
and water vapor. Wet bulb temperature is the lowest temperature that can be
reached by the evaporation of water only. It is the temperature one feels when
one's skin is wet and is exposed to moving air. Unlike dry bulb temperaturE, wet
bulb temperature is an indication of the amount of moisture in the air..
When considering water evaporating into air, the wet-bulb temperature, as compared
to the air's dry-bulb temperature is a measure of the potential for evaporative cooling.
The dry and wet bulb temperature can be used to calculate the relative humidity.
Evaporation will take place when the humidity is below l0W/o and the air begins to
absorb water. Any given volume of air can hold a certain arrount of water vapor and the
degree of absorption will depend on the amount it is already holding.
The term humidity describes how much water is already in the air; relative to the
amount it is capable of holding. Air is saturated when it cannot hold any more water.
Imagine it as a sponge, if the sponge held half as much water as it was capable of
holding, it would be 50%o saturated. In the case of air, we would describe the Relative
Humidity as being 507o.
Energy is required to change water from liquid to vapor. This energy is obtained in
an adiabatic process from the air itself. Air entering an evaporative air cooler gives up
heat energy to evaporate water. During this process, the dry bulb temperature of the air




The engine now equipped with SHMS to preset the effective temperature to deploy
water spray onto the radiator frontal area.
SHMS unit consists of
o I SHMS control unit
This control unit will be used to preset the temperature for sensor I and 2. The
sensor I will activate the pump to spray the water onto radiator frontal area and
sensor 2 will turn off the engine.
o I Storage water tank with water pump
Storage water tank will be used to store the water and the water will be pump
into water spray nozzle when activated by control unit.
o I Display panel and alert
The display panel used to give a visual and audio alert to the user by using a
backlight panel assisted with buzzer.
o 2 Connection cable
The connection cable used to connect the SHMS to the engine power supply and
to connect the SHMS to engine power wire for safety turn offpurpose.
o I Temperature sensor with connection cable
The temperature sensor will measure the engine cylinder head temperature and
send the signalto the SHMS conhol unit to be analyze for further action.
o I Water Hose
Water hose used to connect the water storage tank and pump to the water spray
nozzle.
I Water Spray Nozzle
Water spray nozzle used to spray the thin layer of water onto the radiator frontal
area.
Figure 3.16 : SHMS setup
The engine is now equipped with SHMS and multi met€r to measurp the engine
temperature
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Figure 3.17 : Sensor location
The NTC (negative temperature coefficient) and multi meter sensor probe attach
to the engine cylinder head using eyelets to measure the temperature.
Figure 3.18: SHMS connection to the switch
The connection cable connected to the engine switch for safety engine turns off
purposed.
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Figure 3.19: Fan configuration
Two fans to simulate the air flow through the radiator when vehicle moving'
Figure 3.20: Nozzle configuration






The engine will be warn up and the tempemture increment over time recorded.
The SHMS will be pre set at the desired temperature for water spray deployment.
The cooling fan will be tum offto raise the temp€rature of the engine at desired
level.
The two fans will be turn on to simulate the vehicle on moving estimated at
30km/h
When SHMS activated, the time taken for water discharge and the temp€rature
cunre recorded.
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3.9 Tools And Equipment
3.9.1 Flow meter
Instrument to monitor, measurc, or record the flow rate. This device will be used
to gather the data of actual cooling system flow rate to be used in the simulation
and system drafting as reference data.
3.9.2 Temperature Gun / Thermometer
To determine temperature of device, fluid, ambient, environme,nt when perform
the experiment.
3.9.3 Milling machine
The fabrication machine to be used in the fabrication stage where some part will
needed a custom fabrication.
3.9.4 Drillinc
An equipment to drill a hole
3.9.5 Solderine kit
An equipment to solder electronic chip and devices over the circuit boad
3.9.6 Multi meter
Equipment used to measune voltage, temperature, currenq resistanoe and




4.1 Summary of the operation
The fabrication of the prototype is finally complete and tested for the operation
and meets all the desired objective of the project. The SHMS should be able to avoid the
engine from overheat that was caused by any reasons. The SHMS will also have the
ability to cool down the engine temperature by cooling down the radiator by using the
evaporative cooling principle. This capability will only eflective with the presence of the
cooling fluid that circulates inside the radiator and engine's water passage. By having
this capability, the user will have extra traveling distance to seek for help. On top of the
protection, the SHMS will stop the engine before the engine's temperature reach at the
dangerous level of temperature that cause the engine overheat.
Below are several common causes of overheat that is successfully handled by SHMS
o Thermostat Failure
o Cooling system leaks
o Leaky Head Gasket
o Fan Failure
o Leaky Water pump
o Slipping Belt
o Lower And Upper Radiator Hose Collapsing
o Plugged or Dirty Radiator
o Overworking the engine
The completion of the fabrication and experiment of prototype has taken four month that
includes research on mechanical and electrical field. The prototype also had been
through several stages of development for improvement to meet the objective.
4.2The Complete SHMS Unit
Figure 4.1 : The Complete SHMS Unit
Table 4.1 : Bil of Material for SHMS
Bil Of Material for SHMS Unit
Bil Item Cct
I SHMS control unit RM I5O
I Storage tank with water pump RM 70
Display panel RM 15
2 Connection cable RM IO
I Temperature sensor with connection cable RM7
I Water Hose RM3
I Water Spray Nozzle RM9
Total RM 264
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43 Potentiometer Temperature Correletions
The SHMS prototype was build with the potentiometer to vary the prcsct tcmpcranrc to
be handled by the control unit. Below are the relations of the potcntiotnctcr valuc agnitl$
the temperature sensor.
Table 4.2 Potentiometer and Temperature CorrelaUons














































The preset potentiometer is the variable resistor that will restrict the discharge of
current flow from NTC (negative temperature coeffrcient) to the ground. The current
value will be measure by the IC (integrated circuit) to turn on the transistor and the
current will power up the relay coil. These differences in resistances prcset
potentiometer will reflect the temperature value.
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Figure 4.2 : Potentiometer vs Tempcrature
Based on the graph above, the potentiometer value is linear towarrd the
temperature decrement. The lower pr€set temperature will have a higher potentiomctcr








The experiment I is measuring the engine temperature curve from the beginning of the





Figure 4.3 : Engine temperature during warmup
Discussion
The engine temperature will keep increase to warm up the engrne rurtil it rcechcs thG
running temperature. When the SHMS applied on 60"C tcNnpcrdre, dtc aginc
temperature is still increasing since the e'ngine is sill not rcacling its running
temperature but the time to increase for each degree will take lmger timc. Thc SHl,fil
runs after 6 minutes engine wann up until the water in the storap tmk b lhistr 6
minutes later. The engine temperature increase around 60eC fc thc fir* 6 minulg


























minutes. The temperature is still increase because the enerry supplied to ruater
molecules is not enough to evaporate the water and simultaneously carry the heat away
but the SHMS is successfully slowing down the temperature increment.
4.4.2Experiment 2
The experiment 2 is measuring the engine temperature cuwe when SHMS activalod the
water spray unit after the engine reach 81"C. Based on cur€nt water qpray nozzle, wrter
storage tank and water pump configuration, the water will be discharge in 6 minutes.
Temperaturc Vs Tlme
SHMS applied at 81"C
81.5
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Figure 4.4 : Engine temperature when SHMS applie d 8l"C
Discussion
After the engine is reaching is running temperature around 75 "C the engine fan was cut
offto simulate the situation of the cooling fan failure. The tcmpcrahlc of thc Goginc is
increasing up to SloC and then the SHMS activated the rratcr spray onto thc ftontal ala
of the radiator surface. The engine is then blown by two fans to simulalc thc rh s[tm
pass through the radiator when the car is moving. The air st€am is estiragtcd as tlrc cr
is moving around 30km/h. Based on thc statistical dca collecE{ the fmpc$rrc
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decrease about 3 degree in 6 minutes that is until the water in storage tank is running
out. The temperature decrement is small due to small amount of the wat€r evaporatcs
because of insuflicient heat energy transferred to the water. The lower boiling point
medium or fluid can be used to increase the heat absorption into the medium and
evaporate to carry the heat away.
4.43 Experiment 3
The experiment 3 is measuring the engine temperatur€ cuwe when SHMS rctivatcd thc
water spray unit after the engine reach 91"C.
Temperature Vs Tlme
SI{MS applled at 91'C
4
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The next temperature level is 90"C and the engine cooling fan is turn offuntil it rcach
the desired temperature before the SHMS activated the water spray systcm. Thc aryinc
is then blown by two fans to simulate the air stream pass through the radium whcn thc
car is moving. The air stream is estimated as the car is moving around 30km/h. ThG
boiling temperature of the water is l00oC (212"F). When the ruatcr sprayd onto lhc
frontal area of the radiator that is around 91"C, the water quickly absorb thc hcd ed
evaporates, This circulation carry the heat away and cooling donm tre radidor, cooling
fluid and finally cooling the engine. Based on the data ohainc( aftcr 6 minurcs SHMS
runs, the temperature drop is about 17 "C. The higher engine t€mpcmorc ncarttc ulaE
boiling temperature, the higher amount of heat €,n€rgy absorbed and mop $rtE
evaporates. This will carry more heat away from the e,ngine and cooling down tto
engine.
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Below are the tables of the engine temperature increment. For the experiment I table,
the temperature recorded for each minutes until the englne is reaching the running
temperature. For the experiment 2 table, the engine was prc set at 80"C before the
SHMS activated the water spray system. The time consumed for each degree Celsius
decrement recorded. Finally the table for experiment 3, the engine was pr€ sct at 90"C
before the SHMS activated the water spray system and then the time consumed for erch
degree Celsius decrement recorded
Table 4.3 Engine Warm-up vs.
Time


































































4.4.4 Estimation Of Travelling Distance Geined.
The SHMS system will be pre set at 90oC for the first sensor and lfi)oC for the
second sensor. The first sensor will give the signal to the contnol unit to rtivate thc
purnp and spray onto the radiator to cool down the engine and the second scosor will
give the signal to the control unit to turn offthe englne. The sensor frrom the signal will
have the range around 3"C from the preset temperature to grye Oe signal to the oontnol
unit. Below is the estimation of the traveling distance gpind by using SHMS basod on
the current confi guration.
From the table for experiment 3 the time taken to drop the tcmpera$rc 3"C froilt
90"C to ET.C is about 25 seconds. The total discharge time for I lit6 wdcr boscd m
current pressure and configuration is 6 minutes. The SHMS will run Egdn 6c ptmP
when the temperatures reach at 90oC. The experiment is the simulatim of vohiclc with
cooling fan failure running at 30km/h.
The Assumption made
Vehicle move at constant speed 30km/h
The time cycle of temperature decrease and incrpase is constant
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Figure 4.6 : Engine temperature when SHMS applie at 90"C
Water usann,le =
Putrtptttnnlng tlme rlltterPump totoltrlnlnlng thrue
25 seconds
6 x 6O seconds x I liter = 0.07 liter
Based on this ON-OFF configuration, the pump will run when thc temperature rwh at
90oC and will turn offwhen temperatur€ reach 87oC. The time taken is about 25 somds
to drop 3"C temperature. Since the pump with limitation of I litcr storag! w&r cm nm










Putttp tlttt = Pump Totalrunning tlmePump 3"C drop runntng time
6 x 60 seconds
25 second.s = t4.4 times
The estimation made, the engine will take around 35 seconds to incrcase 3oC back to
90oC before the SHMS reactivated that is l0 seconds longer due to existence of air
stream when vehicle is moving. The total time for cooling down and increment (Ic) is I
minutes. Totaltime gained before the water in storage running out
Totaltlme goined = pufiip run xTc
= l4.4times x Lminutes
= L4.4minutes
14.4 minutes is equal to l4 minutes 24 seconds. Finally for the temperature to reach the
l00oc is about additional I minute 36 seconds. So the total time before the engine turn
off is around 16 minutes. If the vehicle is moving about 30km/h, the total travelling
distance gained is
Totat d.istance gatned = vehicle speed (+) * uo ,*Yrn x Tt(mtn)
30
= 66 xl6 = Bkm
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4.4.5 Experiment Conclusion
Based on the experimented data collected, the objective of the experiment is now clear
that the evaporative cooling is effective to cool down the engine temp€rature. There are
several factor that influence the effectiveness of the evaporative cooling that are
humidity, air stream flow rate, and temperature difference. The engine temperatut€
curve obtained can be used as a reference to improve this project into another level of
improvement. As a conclusion this experiment is meet the expectation and the project
objective is success.
4.5 Demand Study
This project operation is basically based on monitoring the temperature of a
subject and try to cool down the subject if the temperature is over the pre set temperatur€
and finally shut down the subject when the temperature reach dangerous level as a safety
measure to avoid the subject from damage due to overheat and cause damage.
The demand of this potential system is basically for everything that involves
cooling system. Below are the few potential users that may need a system to monitor the
temperature for their system.
o Vehicle
Each vehicle has the cooling system and some of motorcycles also have fluid
cooling system instead of air cooling system. The vehicle cooling system will be
required to suit the operating range of the engine. The overheat issue will
damage the engine, engine component and change the properties of the material.
That is where the SHMS can be used to avoid lots of money and time wasted on
repairing the vehicle. A 30 Ringgit Malaysia upper water hose rupture can cEuse
the engine overheat quickly and finally cost for around a thousand ringgit for
repairing that might take around 2 or 3 weeks of time. The SHMS can save the
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engine before overheat and will only cost 40 ringgit including labor cost to
change to hose within half an hour time.
o Plant
Each plant that uses the heat will need a system to monitor the temperature. Even
a nuclear reactor still requires a heat or temperature conhol. Some nuclear
reactors use Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) that is a Generation IV
reactor concept that uses a graphite-moderated nuclear reactor with a once-
through uranium fuel cycle. The VHTR is a type of High Temperature Reactor
(HTR) that can conceptually have an outlet temperature of l000oC. Even this
high temperature reactor will have a safety running ranges that allow the reactor
to reach only I100'C. The SHMS is basically can be used to suit the need of the
reactor and assisted by series of precaution, corrective or safety measure to avoid
the reactor from overheat that can cause a disaster to the world.
Factory
Many of the factories using heat in their manufacturing process. In Advance
Micro Device (AMD) that is a computer manufacturer factory also have the
process that require heat to melt the composite before fabrication. The mistake
for lefting the system goes overheat will cause fire and hazard to the workers and
nearby population. The SHMS that is flexible can be adjusted to suit the needs of
monitoring the fire chamber. The SHMS capable of handling more task before
reaching the dangerous level and able to respond in short response time.
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4.6 Cost Projection
Below are the projection for the cost of 100 units SHMS
From the estimated cost above based on some research obAinod from frctory distributor
brochures. The estimation cost for each complete unit SHMS is RM196.50. Thc total
saving for these 100 units is around RM6750 that is 25.60/o of the initial cost. This cost
still can be reduced for bigger quantities with some materisl and design improvernent
Table 4.6 Cost projection for 100 units of SHMS
Bil Of Material for SHMS Unit
Bit faamla!t{ Estimetcd Cat
t00 SHMS control unit RM 7MO
100 Storage tank with water pumP RM /+(NO
100 Display panel RM 1200
200 Connection cable RM EOO
100 Temperature sensor with connection cable RM 5OO
100 Water Hose RM 250






Below are the total worldwide car productions each year issued by the International
Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers.
OICA - (Organisation Intemationale des Constnrcteurs d'Automobiles) - The
International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers comprising 43
national tade associations around the world, including all major automobile
manufacturing countries, thereby covering virtually the entire motor vdticlc
industry all over the world.
Table 4.7 World car production














It is estimated that over 600,000,000 passenger cars travel thc stneets and tuds
of the world today.
In the United Sates alone, 247,421,120 'highway" registe'rcd vehiclcs rrrrt
counted in 2005, of which 136,558,083 passsngsr cars. @urcau of Trauportation
Statistics U.S. Department of Transportation)
It is estimated 0.01% of the vehicle have an overheat problem crh ycar
worldwide from the total vehicle travel that rcsults 6,(X)0, 000 for total. E$h us is
estimated need to spend around USD300 to USD800 including labc oost to rcpeir frG
vehicles. The average is about USD[QQ (RI,II240) for each vdricle.
Component Cost
Below are the average costs for each component in cmling s1ec,ln that mey ld b
overheating problem if failed. The labor cost average is about RMlm fr cd
component replacement.
o Radiator (RN850)
. Upper hose (RM 30)
o Lower hose @N[}0)
o Thermostat (RM45)
o Pressure cap (Rlvl}s)
o Fan (RMl50)
o Water pump (RM70)
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Situation I
A vehicle was equipped with SHMS and assumed to have a problem with severc radiator
damage that needs a replacement. The vehicle also need to be tow and charged RMl50
for towing alone.













From the calculation above the total cost of repair including invesfinent in SHMS cost
will be (RM264 + RM600: RM864)
Based on the estimation 6,000,000 car in world have an overheat problem eh yer and
on average each vehicle will be cost RMl240 for repair cost due to oveilrcat problem.









A car was equipped with SHIvfS EEIcE od ffi#
', {rt
user has the basic tools in or md her smr;'a
mmaeed to rcach dre ryrc puo s& b.frr'fril
user juc bought and rcplm thc rrypc hre by'
Rr,3o-r.htf
+NMl,-
From thc calculdirn Sorp e totd
Irill bc (RM2OI + RM45= Rltm0g)
So thc totat sEving w1ll bQ tEri.
4.8 Discussion
Typical engine will require heat to run at ideal running starc in the higherthcrmal
efficiency region but an excessive heat will damage the engine performance and parts.
The failure of the engine caused by overheat may leave a permanent damage to the
engine since the engine's part have a very small tolerance set by the manufactuer.
The damage caused by overheat will be also be higher due to scverc dama$ and
may become a big problem to the user. A conventional temperature gsuge may be useful
to measure the heat generated by the engine but unable to notiry the uscr whcn the
temperature rise to dangerous level. Overheat also happen caused user negligance or
sudden damage of the part that is sometimes hard to be notice.
The development of SHMS will be a solution for all thc associate causcs thd
may lead into overheat problem. The SHMS will act like an engine guardian th* mly
responsible to monitor the engine's temperatur€ and notify the user if the ahormditics
happen. Finally the SHMS will be the saver by turning offthe engine beforc rcactring to





As the conclusion, this project is generally have achieve the objective of
developing a Plug and Play (PnP) basis system that can be widely usod for any vehicle
and system that require a heat monitor system. This prototlpe is successfully complaod
all the task required such as Miss Spray System (MSS), the process of cooling down thc
engine using the evaporative cooling method and top engine protection by ptwent the
engine temperature goes beyond the preset limit ttrough automatic turn off capobility.
After considering all the capabilities of the system, the prototlpe namod Smart Hcat
Engine Management that suits its rcsponsibilities. lilith a little invesuncnt, all dtc
vehicle user do not have to worry about their engine heat management again as tlrcrc is
SHMS in place to guard the engine all the time.
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5.2. Recommendation
The SHMS can be improved by proper fabrication with machinery and tools. The
printed circuit board can be developed to produce a neat finishing for the contnol unit
circuit board. The printed circuit board will also reduce the size of the board that results
a smaller control unit.
The display panel also can be improved by using a prcper design of the case
using injection molding machine. The overall production cost can be r€ducd by mass
production.
There a few improvements can be used to improve the efficiency of the systcm. Thc
higher efficiency of the system will resuls in higher amount of the engine tsmpcfaturc
decrement.
a) Smaller water droplets
Smaller droplets of water will result a thinner layer of watcr ryrayod onto thc
radiator. This will reduce the water waste and longer the duration of rrym
discharge.
b) Wider jet angle ofnozzle spray
The wider angle of noz)e spray will increase the ooverage over thc ftrontel alee
of the radiator that will increase the heat ener5/ absoqtrion and euportion rCs.
c) Higher waterpump prcssurc
The higher waterpump pnessur€ will allowthe usage of snaller nodehohstd
will produce a tinier water droplets or mist"
d) Lower boiling point of fluid
Lower boiling point of fluid can be use ins0cod of rryu to hlvt fu hcj
absorption and evaporation happen at lower temperatr[c. Thb elUmriw cn bo
used if the temperature needs to be maintaincd a lo*trtcmpcrane.
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Appendix B : Key Milestone
Key Milestones
FYPI ptYz















lOK (Brown, Black, Orange)
lOK (Brown, Black, Orange)
390R (Orange, White, Brown)
eol2 (PNP)QI, Q2
5K (Preset Potentiometer)VRI, VR2
Relay l2V SPDT
Negative TemP Coefficient
LED (light Emitting Diode)
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TABLE 5.I :Source:Pag882, YrmrAQd,Ihfdlf I
A Pruricl emoroc. f ncum. Uot#,illl *i*
TABi,E 5.i : Source: eag"8a2 , ir"* n c""g"l' Heat And Mass Transfer'
A Practical Approaches. 3'd Edition. McGraw Hill
Molar mass, gas constant, and ideal'gas specific heats of some substances
SPecifac Heat Data at 25"C































Tetraf luoroethane (R- I 34a), C?HzF4
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TABI-E 5.3 : Source: Page854 , Yunus A Cengel, Heat And Mass Transfer,
A Practical Approaches. 3'd Edition. McGraw Hill
tnthalPy SIxcrfti
Saluatron Densilv ol Heat
Pftssure 
--_ 
,,19,r,1 vatsr2alion q. J/k8 K




Liquid vapo( Lqud vapo. Lqurd
0.922 x !0-5




0.987 x l0 5
l.0ol x l0 1
1.015 x l0'!
t.031 x l0-5
1,046 x l0 5
L062 x l0-5
LO77 x l0-5
1.093 x I0 5
l.l l0 x l0-5
1.126 x l0 5
1.142 x l0-5
1.159 x 10-!
1.176 x l0 5
I 193 x l0-5
1.210 x 1g-s
1-227 x l0 5
l-251 x l0',
1.296 t lo-t
1.330 x t0 l
1.365 x l0-t
1.399 x l0-5
1.434 x l0 I
1.468 x I0-5






1.870 x l0 l
I 965 x l0-5


























































































































1 22 t6 999 / 0.0094
I /051 99S I 0.0128
.r J39 998 0 0.01/3
3 I69 9el.0 0.0231
4 246 99b A 0 0304
5 628 994 0 0.0397
I 384 992 I 00512
9 593 990 I 0.0655
r:35 988 I 00831
t5 /6 9A5 ? 0 l(X5
t994 9833 01304
25 03 980 4 0 1614
3l l9 9t1 5 0.1983
38 58 974 7 0242t
4t 19 9/ I ri 0.2935
57 83 9ri8 I 0 3536
70 14 965 3 0.4235
845! 9615 05045
iol 33 957 9 0 59/8
143 ?7 950.6 0.E26.1




61 7.8 947 4 3.255
1911 A917 4.119
1.002 I a8/ -l 5 l5l
t.254 4 8/6.4 6.388
r.5538 8643 7.A52
2,3t8 8403 1r.60
3,344 813 7 16.73
4.688 183 7 23 69
6.4t 2 750 It 33. I 5
8.581 713 8 46.15
t\274 6(/-l 6t57
t4.586 610 5 92 52
18.65t 528 3 141.0
22.090 317 0 317 0
42t7 1854 0.561
4205 1857 0.571
13.5 l.0O 0.058 x
rr.2 I.oo O.ot5 x I
9.45 l.0O 0.733 x l0-:
8.Og l,@ 0.138x lci
:i: i-r l.fiiit
483 l.0O 0.337 x l0 '
i,ii i'$siir;iil
3.25 l.O0 0.,184 x l0
ir ir luiif
ir |n[;liiiil
1.75 Lm 0.750 x l0
i,l i,rl,:iliiL
t.24 t.o2 6.97qx lo-
;-l,i lfiilil
O.9al I 09 1.2&) r lO
tili iii i,iiliiil
o832 135 2m0rl0-r








4 I 80 r8/0
,1178 1875































0.0176 1.307 x l0-r
0 0t79 1.138 x l0-l
0.0t82 1.0O2 x l0'r
0.0185 0.891 x l0-l
0 0189 0.798 x I0-!
0.0192 0.720 x l0-l
0.0196 0.653 x l0 ,
0.0200 0.596 x l0 l
0.0204 0.547 x l0 t
0.0208 0504 x l0 3
00212 0.467 x l0-l
0.0216 0.433 x l0-r
oo22l O4O4 x l0 r
0.0225 0.378 x t0 r
0.0230 0.355 x l0 3
00235 0.333 x l0 3
0.0240 0-315 x lo-l
0.0246 0.297 x l0 !
0.0251 0.282 x l0-r
0.0262 0.255 x l0-l
0.0275 0232 x l0 r
0.0288 0.213 x lO !
0.0301 0197 x lO l
0.0316 0.183 x l0-r
00331 0.170x l0 
'0.034/ 0.160x t0 r
00364 0.l5Ox l0 i
0.0382 0.142 x l0-l
0.0401 0.134 x l0 I
00442 0.122 x lo-!
00487 0.tll x lo-J
o 0540 0 lo2 x 'ro !
00605 0.094 x lo !
0.0695 0.085 x l0 l
0 0836 0.0/8 x t0 r
0ll0 0.070x l0'r
0 178 0.060 x lO l
0.043 x l0 
'
N.le I Xtrlerrui.yr\.6rllldrxillErruldrtlusretydcanbecalcutaledlmttBrdefmrtuE. r 
- /parrlo= ldCc,-vlPt TtEtgnpsalG0.0lt.
anl 374 ld,C .re thc lrtre tralng. nnd cftt,ca tnnt temperatur6 o, mler. r8pectiEly Ihe Eo(Ft6 hslqj db@e (e{eF fE vapq deruty) an be
aoy orSsrre mth rpBl€rble trro: erepl al lemtf,yature5 ear ttE cril,cal-plnl €loe
/voie 2 ItE unrt klllt t lq st}.rl( tEdl rs equrv.ileni tc lJlk8 X. .)nd the unrt W/m sC ls ltfrmal cdrdEtMly 6 eewlenl tr lv,/rn x
So/ae Vricdrltrr,dlhermal.oftJu.lpilvcdtadfe,rqrI v Srn8eriam j T R Wais,.LvrE/(,Pll&Jl.rn,Cnearf,i ReraAac&rfrl5Il(ml




TABLE 5.4 : Source: Page860 , Yunus A Cengel, Heat And Mass Transfer'
A Practical Approaches. 3'd Edition. McGraw Hill
Propertres ol air at I atm pressure
Specrlrr: I hermal fhermal Dynamlc
































































































































0.0ll7l 4.158 x l0+
0.01582 8.036 x t0 6
0.01979 1.252 x 1O''
0.O2O57 1.356 x 10 5
0.02134 1.465 x l0 5
o.O22ll L578 x l0-5
0.02288 1.696 x l0-5
0.02364 1.818 x l0 5
0.02401 1.880 x 10-5
0.02439 1.944 x l0-5
0.C.2416 2.009x l0 5
o 02514 2.074 x lo I
0.02551 2.141 x 10 !
o 02588 2.299 x lO 5
0.02625 2.271 \ lO 5
0.0?662 2.346 x l0'5
0.02699 2.416 x 10 5
0.02735 2.487 x l0 5
0.02808 2.632 x lO'5
0.02881 2.780 x l0-5
0.02953 2.931 x lo-t
0.03024 3.086 x l0-5
O.O3O95 3.243 x l0-5
0.03235 3.565 x t0 5
o.O33J4 3.898 x t0 5
0.03511 4.241 x 10 5
0.03646 4.593 x l0-5
003779 4.954 x l0 t
O.04lO4 5.890 x lo-t
O.0rt4l8 6.871 x lo-s
O.U72l 7.892 x l0-r
o.O5ol5 8.951 x l0'5
0.05298 1.004 x l0 |
o.o5572 l.l 17 x l0-r
0.06093 1 352 x l0 r
0.06581 1.598 x l0 .
0.07037 1.855 x l0-'
0.07465 2.122 \ l0 |
0.07868 2.399 x l0_.
0.09599 3.908 x t0-.
0.llll3 5.664 x l0'
8.636 x l0-5
1.189 x l0 5
1.474 x I0-5





1.754 x l0 5





1.895 x l0 5
1.918 x I0-5
1.94I x lO 5
1.963 x l0-:
2.008 x to !
2.052 x LO-5
2,096 x l0 r
2.139 x l0-5
2.181 x l0 5








3.261 x l0 5
3.415 x l0 I
3.563 x l0-5





5 817 x l0-5
5.630 x l0 5
3.013x106 0.7246
5.837 x 10-6 0.7263
9.319 x 10-6 0.7440
1.008 x l0-5 0.7436
1.087 x lo-s 0.7425
1.169 x t0-5 0.7408
1.252 x l0-5 0.7387
1.338 x l0-5 0.736?
1.382 x l0-! 0.7350
1.426x10' 0.7336
1.470 x 10-5 0.7323
l.516x l0 5 0.7309
1.562 x l0-5 0.1296
1.608 x l0-5 0.728?
1.655 x 10-5 0.7268
1.702 x l0-5 0.7255
I 75O x l0 5 O.724'r
1.798 x l0-5 0.7228
1.896 x l0-5 0.7202
1.995 x l0-5 0.7177
2.097 x l0-5 0.715,:
2.201 x l0-5 0.7132
2.306 x 10-5 0.71 I I
2.522x105 0.7073
2.745 x l0-5 0.7041
2.975x105 0.7014
3.212 x l0-! 0.599:
3.455x10' 0.697J
4.091 x l0-5 0.6946
4.765 x l0-5 0.6935
5.475x l0 5 0.6937
6.219 x l0-5 0.6948
6.997x105 0.6965
7.806 x lo-s 0.6986
9.515x105 0.703/
1.133 x l0-' 0.709i
1.326 x l0-' 0.7149
1.529x10' 0.720t'
l.7itl x l0-' 0.7260
2.922 x lO-' 0.7478
4.270x10' 0/539
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